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JOHN FRANKENHEIMER’S LATERST FILM, ANDERSONVILLE, opened recently in the
USA on the Turner Television Network to excellent reviews and a highly favourable audience response. His
31st motion picture, it takes place during the American Civil War and depicts for the first time on film
the terrible suffering of Northern soldiers imprisoned in an overcrowded poorly managed camp run by the
army of the South. An atrocity from the past, it also speaks graphically of the barbarities of the present
war in Bosnia-Herzegovina and gives terrible meaning once again to the memories of the Holocaust. Implicit
in Frankenheimer’s treatment and graphic images of man’s ever-present brutality towards mankind is the
awareness of the powerful forces controlling the lives of certain individuals motivated by power and greed --
a theme underlining much of his work and informing the actions of so many of his characters.
Andersonville
In 1864, more than 32,000 Union Soldiers were imprisoned in Andersonville, a stockade built for 8,000.Almost
13,000 died and are buried there.
Captain Wirz was put on trial after the war and was hanged; the only person to be executed after the Civil
War for war crimes.
Frankenheimer: ”There is no doubt that my last three films, Against the Wall, The Burning Season and
Andersonville, with the extraordinary press they have received, and with the enthusiasm that Turner had for
Andersonville, have been instrumental in putting me back in the forefront where I want to be. They have
also been very important in terms of my own self-confidence as an artist, as a director. They have made me
love what I do again after the quite frankly despairing times I had making Year of the Gun, The Fourth War
and before that Dead Bang with nothing but problems with Don Johnson, although I think the film came
off in spite him. These three following films have been inspirational for me because it’s been highly creative
work with fine people both in front of and behind the camera. It’s really made a tremendous difference in
how I feel -- at this point my life seems very clear and concentrated. I want to keep on doing work like this,
with a core group of people with whom I enjoy working and in whom I believe in and who believe in me.
The future as we sit here looks relatively good.
Yes, I hear it said that Frankenheimer has ’gone back’ to television and I say: No I have not ’gone back’ to
television. When I was in television I was doing live programs, now I’m making films which are going to be
shown on television, made in the same way as though they were going to be shown in cinemas. It’s simply a
different means of distribution and exhibition. I’ve already spoken about the bad luck I had with companies
who failed to market properly the films I made for them. Now I’m making films knowing they are going to
have an immediate audience. In England for instance, directors go between television, features, the stage,
opera, commercials, with ease and accomplishment. They just do it.
In America it seems you must be departmentalised -- he’s a feature director, a television director, a theatre
director, a music director, that’s wrong. I think of myself simply as a director and it doesn’t really make
any difference to me where my films are shown as long as they are shown well, in such a way that people
know they are out there; and that the companies who produced them support them and spend some money
marketing them. I think that cable, the medium I have been working in for these last three movies -- although
there is a chance that Andersonville will go theatrical -- is now what live television was back in the fifties.
Then not everyone had a television set so there was a rather elite audience looking at our programs.
Today there is a more selective audience, and we can deal with more demanding and controversial subject
matter on cable than in feature films made under the major studio system. I’m not saying that the studio
system is wrong or anything like that, but it is easier to do a strong dramatic film on cable today because
there is an audience for it, budgets are less, and the risk is not as great. That doesn’t mean to say that I
wouldn’t love to go and do an important feature, which, incidentally, as we speak I think I am about to do,
but for my present work there is this additional audience, which is very important for filmmakers like myself.
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Certainly, I went into this film for Turner knowing it would be interrupted by commercials, unlike the two I
did for HBO, so I would be hypocritical to tell you that it troubles me. It’s not as if they have just sprung
the news on me.
There is a chance that it will be shown in cinemas in which case of course, there will be no commercials.
I have not structured the screenplay or built the film to accommodate commercials, but there are natural
act-breaks in the narrative and I think the movie is strong enough to hold through the commercials. This is
a very expensive movie; the budget was in excess of 17 or 18 million dollars and it’s very courageous of the
Turner people to finance it. I don’t know of anybody else who would. I can’t see anyone else putting up this
kind of money for this subject matter and I hope that it justifies their investment -- I think it will. Looking
at the movie you will see exactly where the money went to. There are thousands of people on the screen,
the set itself is nine acres in diameter plus four acres outside. It’s an epic production and the fact that we
were able to do it for this amount of money is a miracle. Every day there have been over a thousand extras,
we shot for over 60 days. It’s a terribly difficult undertaking, there is no such thing as a simple shot on this
movie, it’s among the most difficult movies I’ve ever done. Had it been made for Paramount or Universal it
would probably have cost twice as much or more.
Yet I don’t think we’ve compromised this film at all. There’s really very little I would have done differently.
I don’t want to be critical of the major studios, Gerald, that’s not what I’m in the business of doing. The
budget would have been much higher above the line for the actors, for me, for the writer. Using stars in
the public sense of the word, would have cost more. I don’t think this movie will look compromised at all
either on a small or a big screen. I think it will go theatrical without any of us thinking: If we’d meant to
do it this way we would have spent more money. Because I don’t think we would have. If I hadn’t done the
other two movies I might never have done this in the first place, because I would have said: It’s impossible
to shoot it in 60 days.
But again, because of an extraordinary crew and actors, we have succeeded. Theoretically however, there is
not a major studio around that would have sunk even 30 million dollars into this subject matter. It would
be foolish. If a major studio had made this movie the budget should have been no more than we made it on,
otherwise they wouldn’t have made it, it’s that simple. I mean the individuals running the major studios
are not fools. They have a good idea of what their audience wants and what is going to succeed, and I don’t
think they would say: ”Well, great, we’re going to spend 30 million dollars on Andersonville, this picture
about a prison camp.” I really commend Ted Turner for saying: ”This is what I want to do.” And he has
not asked me to compromise in any way. I think Turner is one of the bravest figures around in this business
today, and I just hope that I’ve made a movie that will justify his faith in me. And no, it’s not ”another
action movie” as some critics have said. I don’t think I’ve ever done an action picture except for The Train
and Grand Prix. You night call them action pictures, but they are the only two; but like my other films,
they are also dramas.”
Notes
(From the book The Films of Frankenheimer by Gerald Pratley published by Associated University Presses
of Cranbury, NJ, USA.)
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